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マイ・ベスト・フレンド 2012-10-20 twelve plays commissioned by the royal national theatre for the bt national connections scheme

for young people

New Connections 1997 a collection of 16 plays classic as well as contemporary on a wide variety of themes of interest to young

audiences and actors

Sixteen Short Plays for Young Actors 1996-01-01 a collection of three plays for young actors written by mark ravenhill citizenship

scenes from a family life and totally over you and including an introduction by the author originally commissioned as part of the

national theatre connections programme these three plays were specifically written for teenagers and are ideal for young

performers aged 13 25 years old written with greater warmth and humanity than you might expect from the author of such

controversial works as shopping and f ing ravenhill s plays for teenagers are compassionate intelligent and not at all patronising

with themes of particular interest to teenagers the plays explore the search for identity during the transition to adulthood self

perception relationships sexual identity and obsession with fame citizenship is a bittersweet comedy about growing up following a

boy s frank and messy search to discover his sexual identity schoolboy tom dreams of being kissed but is unsure whether it is by

a man or woman scenes from a family life is set in a world where everyone starts to dematerialise six months on and jack and

stacy are the only boy and girl on the planet for jack it s a dream for stacy a nightmare and when the vanished start to return jack

has to learn how complex adult relationships are totally over you is an exploration of celebrity obsession four girls break up with

their boyfriends when they decide they only want to see celebrities the boys decide to trick the girls into thinking that they are on

the brink of fame and fortune as a boy band the girls decide to win the boys back but what will happen when they discover the

truth

All the world's a stage 1972 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as

possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our

most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of

america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or

corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or

blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved

reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for

being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Plays for Young People 2014-05-01 national theatre connections 2023 draws together ten new plays for young people to perform

from some of the uk s most exciting and popular playwrights these are plays for a generation of theatre makers who want to ask

questions challenge assertions and test the boundaries and for those who love to invent and imagine a world of possibilities the

plays offer young performers an engaging and diverse range of material to perform read or study touching on themes like climate

change politics toxic masculinity and gang culture the collection provides topical pressing subject matter for students to explore in

their performance this 2023 anthology represents the full set of ten plays offered by the national theatre 2023 festival as well as

comprehensive workshop notes that give insights and inspiration for building characters running rehearsals and staging a

production

Plays 1953 what is the new generation of canadian playwrights writing about what makes them turn to theatre as the medium of



choice as they graduate from writing programs and intensives across the country as they produce their work and take it to the

festivals what stories are they telling us this exciting anthology answers those questions the writers come from theatre and

creative writing schools across canada and the settings of their plays take us from large urban centres to small rural communities

many of these new writers are young some are not so young these 12 short works by canada s newest playwrights focuses on

one act plays that feature a small cast one to three actors and can be performed in under an hour the characters range from

sweet to unsettling and all stops in between the plays are witty and wise and they are often hilarious they offer fresh perspectives

on universal problems how do i find love how should evil be dealt with what do i do about loss what makes a good person

included are almost again by briana brown kiss me outside the box by carmen cartterfield mature young adults by wesley j colford

the stillbirth by kara crabb waterfront the blessing by leah jane esau the kharkiv letters by alexa gilker red by jordan hall

bathsheba by jennifer kearney the motherhouse by tamara langrandeur mrs ferguson s bed by sherryl melnyk crazy love by david

sklar third person by brandon wicke this anthology will be of particular interest to students and teachers looking for current

challenging scene work for young actors

Christmas Plays for Young Actors 1956 trieste publishing has a massive catalogue of classic book titles our aim is to provide

readers with the highest quality reproductions of fiction and non fiction literature that has stood the test of time the many

thousands of books in our collection have been sourced from libraries and private collections around the world the titles that

trieste publishing has chosen to be part of the collection have been scanned to simulate the original our readers see the books

the same way that their first readers did decades or a hundred or more years ago books from that period are often spoiled by

imperfections that did not exist in the original imperfections could be in the form of blurred text photographs or missing pages it is

highly unlikely that this would occur with one of our books our extensive quality control ensures that the readers of trieste

publishing s books will be delighted with their purchase our staff has thoroughly reviewed every page of all the books in the

collection repairing or if necessary rejecting titles that are not of the highest quality this process ensures that the reader of one of

trieste publishing s titles receives a volume that faithfully reproduces the original and to the maximum degree possible gives them

the experience of owning the original work we pride ourselves on not only creating a pathway to an extensive reservoir of books

of the finest quality but also providing value to every one of our readers generally trieste books are purchased singly on demand

however they may also be purchased in bulk readers interested in bulk purchases are invited to contact us directly to enquire

about our tailored bulk rates

New Dialogues and Plays for Young People, Ages Fifteen to Twenty-Five: Adapted from the Popular Works of Well-Known Authors

2018-02-14 fifteen great stories adapted for royalty free performance includes great works from authors such as mark twain

nathaniel hawthorne washington irving and many more

National Theatre Connections 2023 2023-05-18 this book contains two wonderful plays for young people by award winning

playwright screenwriter and novelist philip ridley in fairytaleheart two fifteen year olds confront their loneliness by exploring the

language of theatre itself in a derelict community centre in sparkleshark a young boy on top of a council estate tower block uses

storytelling like a modern scheherazade to stop a gang beating him up

Out on a Limb 2011 new connections 99 features ten plays by some of the best writers around the plays make up a rich and

varied new repertoire of challenging and entertaining work for young people with cast sizes ranging from seven to fifty characters

a variety of settings styles and subject matter and a choice between fables plays with music dance and acrobats and



contemporary tales of love mystery and revenge schools and youth theatre groups will be spoilt for choice with this wonderful

collection the plays were specially commissioned for the bt national connections scheme for young people in 1999 the volume

also contains an introduction to the plays notes and exercises for performers and an interview with each author the playwrights

included in the collection are sharman macdonald winsome pinnock dario fo tankred dorst with ursula ehler hannah vincent peter

gill alan ayckbourn christina reid paul goetzee and sarah daniels

Patriotic Plays for Young People 2017-08-14 11 half a dozen of the other order 5029 5x8 liberated cinderella r rex stephenson

this very popular one act play spoofs just about everything fairy tales magic mirrors actors the mafia and other plays about

cinderella retelling the cinderella story as it might happen today different amazing matthew ivan bennett different does not have to

mean weird or bad in a great many cases different amazing the subject matter of this new play is drawn from real life bullying

experiences of elementary school students little mermaid s little sister jennifer reck nothing makes sense on land or sea until the

little mermaid s little sister takes on the sea witch to make things right twists and turns abound in this unique turn of the story the

world of snow white r rex stephenson is a modern adaptation yet very true to the varied classic source material in bringing the

darker situations of more than 30 versions of the story from around the globe together in one script the ransom note sheila rinear

want some melodrama silliness that doesn t mean anything and goes nowhere but no one cares because they re having too

much fun then you have the idea of the ransom note the haunt mahonri stewart a group of youth in san diego sneak into an

abandoned house only to discover that it is haunted by supernatural mystery and trauma finding themselves trapped they must

overcome their own fears confront their prejudices and look to clues in the historical past to find a way out new treatments for

today s young audiences

Radio Plays for Young People 1950 pretty pieces is a powerful one act play about a young man and a young woman who are

trapped on the fringes of society in a run down apartment they are brother and sister and something horrible happened to them a

long time ago because of what happened to them their relationship is doomed the sister is trying to fit the pieces of their lives

together to figure out what happened to them to figure out why they are the way that they are she finds some old pictures and an

old report card but these clues are not enough for her to figure out the true horror of their past the young man tries to forget but

he can t he copes by using drugs and selling his body the young woman copes by building a psychological and emotional cage

which traps her in the apartment to add fuel to the emotional fire they are being evicted the young man has a chance at

happiness he thinks he has found a way out he is going to leave his sister and move in with an older man the young woman falls

apart when she hears this she is going to make sure that he can t escape her that he will never be able to leave

Two Plays for Young People 1998 this book is an introduction to the speakeezy library of plays for young people and teenagers it

is a taster of what the full library is and will become we believe at speakeezy that this is the perfect opportunity for teachers to

sample what we offer and we hope they enjoy what they see and move on to our website speakeezy weebly com for complete

and full information

New Connections 99 1999 drawing together the work of 10 leading playwrights this national theatre connections anthology

features work by some of the most exciting and established contemporary playwrights gathered together in one volume the plays

collected offer young performers between the ages of 13 and 19 an engaging selection of material to perform read or study each

play has been specifically commissioned by the national theatre s literary department with the young performer in mind the

anthology contains 10 play scripts notes from the writer and director of each play addressing the themes and ideas behind the



play and production notes and exercises for the drama groups this year s anniversary anthology includes plays by suhayla el

bushra anders lustgarten robin french tim etchells patrick marber kellie smith lizzie nunnery harriet braun and alistair mcdowall

...Half a Dozen of the Other 2021-07-26 excerpt from plays for young people with songs and choruses suitable for private

theatricals at any rate these have not the peculiar dulness incident to a distinct moral purpose in each though it is hoped that they

are such as even mrs grundy will not object to they are now published in the order in which they were written and acted and thus

show signs of the advancing age of the actors originally concerned about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of

thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work

forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing

imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be

replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are

intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Pretty Pieces 2012-07-17 theatre direct canada one of the country s leading producers of new provocative drama for young adult

audiences shook the stage in 2000 and 2002 with their buncha young artists festivals both festivals presented a quartet of

exciting new dramas by some of the most dynamic young playwrights in canada now scirocco has selected four of the eight

works for this important collection that highlights theatre direct s sharp edged style of theatre and offers a powerful tool for young

actors high school drama classes and professional theatre artists who want to explore the authentic voices and stories of young

adults the plays include misha by adam pettle the phoenix rides a skateboard by kate rigg boyz by paul dunn and pop song by

sean reycraft

Speakeezy Plays 2015-08-10 presented with the right plays children are the most honest and appreciative of audiences this

anthology compiled by an authority on children s theatre collects new and overlooked scripts that represent the best of modern

playwriting for children from works adapted from classic children s stories to original contemporary scripts each play inspires the

imagination as it entertains with complete scripts for twenty plays plus a biographical sketch of each playwright theatre for young

audiences is invaluable for anyone involved in children s theatre from community theatre groups to teachers and students of

dramatic literature plays included in this book charlotte s joseph robinette the arkansas bear aurand harris really rosie maurice

sendak the secret garden pam sterling wiley and the hairy man suzan zeder according to coyote john kauffman the mischief

makers lowell swortzell the wise men of chelm sandra f asher crow weasel jim leonard the ice wolf joanna h kraus home on the

mornin train kim hines the falcon greg palmer the man child arnold rabin hush an interview with america james still bocon lisa

loomer the crane wife barbara carlisle jungalbook edward mast a thousand cranes kathryn s miller the yellow boat david saar

selkie laurie brooks gollobin

Eighteen Plays for Young People 1941 thirty short plays on varied subjects arranged according to audience appeal

National Theatre Connections 2017 2017-08-24 vol 2 includes extra number experimental schools in england jan 1926

Plays for Young People, With Songs and Choruses 2018-03-09 a collection of the world s best monologs for women actors

Shakin' the Stage 2003 the routledge companion to russian literature is an engaging and accessible guide to russian writing of the

past thousand years the volume covers the entire span of russian literature from the middle ages to the post soviet period and

explores all the forms that have made it so famous poetry drama and of course the russian novel a particular emphasis is given

to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries when russian literature achieved world wide recognition through the works of writers



such as pushkin dostoevsky tolstoy chekhov nabokov and solzhenitsyn covering a range of subjects including women s writing

russian literary theory socialist realism and émigré writing leading international scholars open up the wonderful diversity of russian

literature with recommended lists of further reading and an excellent up to date general bibliography the routledge companion to

russian literature is the perfect guide for students and general readers alike

Plays for Young Africa: Samantha Seal 1994 the kilroys we make trouble and plays when i look at the list of women and

nonbinary writers included in this volume many of whom i have mentored or taught it is a beautiful reminder that we are a

community to be reckoned with and that there is an abundance of vital narratives awaiting a larger audience while there remains

a great deal of work to be done to reach racial and gender equity in the theater the powerful and provocative writing presented

here is part of the inciting incident that will no doubt shake up the status quo lynn nottage from her foreword the kilroys are back

with a new collection of 67 monologues and scenes by women and nonbinary playwrights this collection includes a monologue or

scene from each play from the 2016 and 2017 editions of the list

Theatre for Young Audiences 1998-04-15 readings in renaissance women s drama is the most complete sourcebook for the study

of this growing area of inquiry it brings together for the first time a collection of the key critical commentaries and historical essays

both classic and contemporary on renaissance women s drama specifically designed to provide a comprehensive overview for

students teachers and scholars this collection combines this century s key critical essays on drama by early modern women by

early critics such as virginia woolf and t s eliot specially commissioned new essays by some of today s important feminist critics a

preface and introduction explaining this selection and contexts of the materials a bibliography of secondary sources playwrights

covered include joanna lumley elizabeth cary mary sidney mary wroth and the cavendish sisters

The Big Book of Large-cast Plays 1994 a step by step guide for the playwright including suggestions for finding a story writing a

script producing a play and performing it on stage includes sample plays

Plays for Young Folk 1967 this collection contains nine most important works written and performed between 1973 and 1989 three

of the plays won first positions in national drama competitions the cell the family question and the headmaster and the rascals

subsequently the family question was performed in detroit and published in chicago by bedford publishers the cell has been

reviewed in various journals and books father kalo commissioned by the ministry of health and john hopkins school of medicine

was a campaign play against the spread of hiv and aids themes that preoccupy the author include alienation for returnees from

the diaspora in europe and the usa power and its corrupting influences ethnicity and with its offshoots of overdependence and

nepotism and intricate relationship encompassing hiv aids love and marriage they are multilayered plays variously classified as

tragic comedies allegories satires characterised by high sense of humour

The Horn Book Magazine 1952 the wish collector by oladipo agbolauje a magical epic whirling from a playground in britain to a

village in sierra leone the acme thunderer by lin coghlan a funny moving family drama of pigeons and siblings set amid the blitz of

the terrifying events on the hamelin estate by philip osment a high spirited contemporary satire bringing the pied piper legend up

to date three 30 minute plays by leading playwrights for children to act commissioned by the unicorn one of the world s foremost

companies creating theatre with young people premiered as end of year performances by primary classes the scripts are ideal

school productions or for younger youth theatre groups they are designed to be directed by teachers or youth leaders with no

previous drama training the book includes advice and ideas to support preparation rehearsal and production

Destination Bethlehem 1993 弟の姦計により 地位を奪われ 娘ミランダとともに孤島に流されたミラノ大公プロスペロー 歳月を経て秘術を身に付けた彼は ある



日魔法の力で嵐を起こす 彼を陥れた弟とナポリ王 王子を乗せた船は難破し 孤島へ そこでミランダとナポリ王子は恋に落ち プロスペローは妖精を操って公国を取り戻す

詩的音楽性と想象力に満ちた作品を 評価高まる新訳で

Young Women's Monologs from Contemporary Plays 2004 new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the

new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award

winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent

mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a

place and an idea
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